PRICING VALID
JANUARY - MARCH 2013

To Order Call: 800.999.9982

Your dedicated and knowledgeable WORLDPAC sales associate will answer all your questions and help you through the ordering process.

FAST.
SIMPLE.
ACCURATE.
AFFORDABLE.

Call For Pricing

AULDS708
MaxiDAS® Automotive Diagnosis Analysis System
• Vehicle coverage for domestic, Asian and European vehicles
• Complete function capability including live data, ECU programming, and so many others
• Updates available in new software releases
• Extremely easy-to-use with touch-screen operation and intuitive navigation
• WIFI internet capability allows for wireless access throughout the workshop
• Latest software update includes extensive coverage for Ford® Powerstroke™ Diesel Engine diagnostics

Call For Pricing

AULOLS301
Oil Light/Service Reset Tool
• Reset Oil Service Light, Inspection 1, Inspection 2, and Inspection Mileage
• Works with Honda, Acura, Infiniti, Isuzu, Lexus, Nissan, Scion, Toyota, Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mini, Saab, Smart, Sprinter, VW, Volvo, Chrysler, Ford, GM, Jeep, Lincoln, Mercury, and Oldsmobile
• Built-in OBD-II code reader with access to all 10 modes of OBD-II
• Step-by-step on-screen guided instructions
• One-Year Free online software updates
The Oil Light/Service Reset Tool is specially designed to reset oil service light, service mileage and service intervals on most Asian, American and European vehicles without using the OEM scan tool. Save money on expensive garage charges with this ergonomic innovative tool!

Call For Pricing

VADPRO-901
VAD Pro Scan Tool
The VAD Pro-901 scan tool offers exclusive access to the most current diagnostic data for all vehicles in the Volkswagen Audi Group. Built for the workshop environment, this easy-to-use device allows you to monitor and log vehicle data, save records for future analysis, and print service reports. FREE software updates for the life of the tool, plus access to the 24-hour VAD Pro Support Forum.

Qualified buyers have the option of 12 easy payments of $116.25 per month.

FREE FREIGHT ON ALL ORDERS

Power Probe®
THE FIRST
SMART CIRCUIT TESTING DEVICE OF IT’S KIND.

$499.00
PPRPPH1
“The Hook” Ultimate Circuit Tester
• Measures and displays Amps as you power up components and circuits
• Displays resistance in Ohms (up to 15 MegOhms)
• Controls current from 2 to 65 amps (25 amps continuous)
• Relay Tester (Test continuity and activate simultaneously)
• Auto Sensing Probe automatically chooses Meter and Range for user
Just touch the Hook’s Probe Tip to the circuit and it intelligently selects the correct Meter and Range for you. The Hook features adjustable Voltage drop settings which place the measuring and test parameters in the desired range for different circuit applications. Solid State Power Switch and Circuit breaker ensure reliability and eliminate the need to replace worn switches and circuit breakers. Switch functions include Momentary (provides power only when switch is held), Latch (holds continuous power at the probe without needing to hold the switch), and Pulse (cycles the power, .5 second on/, .5 second off).

$1,395.00
VADPRO-901
VAD Pro Scan Tool

$100 VISA GIFT CARD
WITH PURCHASE OF THE PPRPPH1 HOOK

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW RELEASE! REFURBISHED JUST LIKE NEW!

Genisys® EVO® Scan Tool - Factory Refurbished

$959.99

OTC3875OBD2R11

2012 Genisys EVO® Scan Tool - Factory Refurbished

• Includes Genisys EVO® featuring the NEW System 5.0 with Code-Assist™ and experienced-based Confirmed Fixes™ from Identifix®
• NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS and European 2011 software including Pathfinder, Repair-Trac®, Fast fixes™ information, InfoTech Component Information software, Automated System Test®
• Also includes: OBD II Smart Cable, manuals, and carrying case
• 90 Day Warranty

NOTE: OEM cables may be required for certain vehicle system functions. Additional OEM cables are available individually or in convenient kits – USA Domestic OEM Cable Kit 3421-70, Asian OEM Cable Kit 3421-94, European OEM Cable Kit 3421-75 and ABS / Airbag OEM Cable Kit 3421-54.

One time scan tool registration required.

Genisys® Trade-In Promotion

$2,349.99

OTC3874

Genisys EVO® Scan Tool with USA 2012 Kit with Domestic / Asian / ABS

• NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS software including Pathfinder, Repair-Trac®
• BONUS USA 2011 European software
• Includes the NEW Genisys EVO® featuring System 5.0 with Code-Assist™
• 4GB Memory

Includes Genisys EVO® featuring the NEW System 5.0 with Code-Assist™ experienced-based Confirmed Fixes™ from Identifix®, NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS and European 2011 software including Pathfinder, Repair-Trac®, Fast fixes™ information, InfoTech Component Information software, Automated System Test®, OBD II Smart Cable, USA Domestic and ABS/Airbag OEM vehicle cables (for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn), manuals, and carrying case.

Promotion Ends March 31, 2013

Genisys® Trade-In Promotion

$3,314.48

OTC3874HD

Genisys EVO® Scan Tool Deluxe with USA 2012 Kit with Domestic / Asian / ABS and Heavy Duty Standard Software

• Includes the NEW Genisys EVO featuring System 5.0 with Code-Assist™
• NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS software including Pathfinder
• BONUS USA 2011 European software
• Heavy-Duty Standard software with cables

Includes Genisys EVO featuring the NEW System 5.0 with Code-Assist™ experienced-based Confirmed Fixes™ from Identifix®, NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS and European 2011 software including Pathfinder, Repair-Trac®, Fast fixes™ information, Heavy-Duty Standard software with cables, InfoTech Component Information software, Automated System Test®, OBD II Smart Cable, USA Domestic OEM vehicle cables (for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn), manuals, and carrying case.

Genisys® Trade-In Promotion

$1,709.99

OTC3875

Genisys EVO® Scan Tool with USA 2012 OBD II Kit

• NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS/Airbag software including Pathfinder and 2011 European software coverage
• Repair-Trac® Tech Tips by Identifix®
• Code-Assist™ provides over 4.5 million experienced-based Confirmed Fixes™
• Proven OTC Vehicle Coverage

Includes Genisys EVO® featuring the NEW System 5.0 with Code-Assist™ experienced-based Confirmed Fixes™ from Identifix®, NEW USA 2012 Domestic / Asian with ABS and European 2011 software including Pathfinder, Repair-Trac®, Fast fixes™ information, InfoTech Component Information software, Automated System Test®, OBD II Smart Cable, manuals, and carrying case.

To Order Call: 800.999.9982
**DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS**

**On-site Training Certificate**
- Free on-site training with your purchase.
- Topics covered during session:
  - Pegisys Overview
  - Pegisys Scan
  - Pegisys Vehicle Programming
  - Pegisys Support

Certificate is shipped with qualifying kits and detailed instructions.

---

**$3,675.00**

**OTC3856J**

**Pegisys Limited Edition Red Scan Tool**
- New Pegisys with 2 Year Warranty
- European OEM OBD I Cables
- 12 month Domestic/Asian and European Vehicle Subscription Software:
  - USA Domestic/Asian & European Vehicle Subscription (12 Months)
  - Diagnostic Information:
    - Scan Diagnostic Information (Pathfinder)
    - Scope Diagnostic Information (InfoTech)
  - Repair-Trac™ Experienced-Based Information
  - Includes Direct-Hit Technician™ 90 day Test Drive subscription (3825-45 Kit).
  - J2534 Reprogramming 3825-08 kit, (Requires vehicle calibrations to be purchased from the OEM for J2534 reprogramming).

Vehicle Cable Set:
- OBD II Cable
- USA Domestic OEM OBD I Cables
- USA Asian OEM OBD I Cables
- USA European OEM OBD I Cables
- USB Cable
- Scope Accessory Kit

---

**$62.99**

**OTC3108N**

**PocketScan™ OBD II and CAN Scan Tool**
- View LIVE engine data
- Automatically reads DTC’s
- Erases DTCs
- Reads and displays MIL status
- Reads and displays I/M monitors
- New Features! Mode SA Permanent DTCs. Additional PIDs for freeze frame (snapshot of engine data at the time of the fault). All available I/M Monitors. Meets new 2010+ requirements (15 monitors, HD, Diesel, Hybrid Coverage).

Great for use before and after repairs are made. The small size makes it perfect for tow trucks or service vehicles as well as home use. Works on all 1996 and newer vehicles (OBDII and CAN). Displays OBD II generic code definitions. Reads and displays pending and permanent codes. Reads and displays VIN (easy way to check vehicle ID number). OBD II cable (attached), manual included.

---

**$889.99**

**OTC3857**

**Tech-Scope™ Oscilloscope with Digital Multimeter**
- 40 million samples per second on each channel
- 10 M-Ohm input impedance
- Selectable glitch sensitivity: low – medium – high
- Lab scope, ignition scope and digital multimeter display are user selectable
- Auto setup automatically adjusts the vertical scale, the sweep time and trigger point
- The OTC ‘Tech-Scope’ is a standalone two-channel high-speed lab and ignition oscilloscope with multimeter that allows service technicians to quickly and efficiently test and measure virtually all of the electrical and electronic components and circuits in a modern vehicle. The tool features galvanic isolation not found on automotive scopes for hardware protection and includes an ignition scope and a digital multimeter with an ohm meter. Includes: “Tech-Scope”, scope probe green, scope probe yellow, kV probe secondary, ground clamp, USB cable, Tech-Scope CD, one-year warranty and protective carry case.

---

**$443.99**

**OTC3880X**

**Automotive Video Scope with 5.5mm Camera**
- Micro camera transmits images and video to the removable wireless camera to allow viewing of hard-to-reach areas
**Functions to diagnose entire vehicle**

Other features include:
- Actuations, adaptations, control module coding
- Quick test functions
- Access to powertrain, chassis, body systems
- Covers more than 50 vehicle makes
- OE level coverage for European, Asian, with some USA Domestic cars
- Frequent Internet based software updates with 1 year free
- OEM level test functionality for most vehicles
- Global enhanced scan tool focused on European and Asian vehicles with some USA OEM coverage.

**$291.41**

AULEBS301
Electronic Brake Service Tool
- Open and close the brake pads on vehicles with electronic brake calipers
- Read and Clear EPB/SBC Trouble Codes
- Reset the brake pad thickness required for Audi A8 service
- Diagnose EPB/SBC caliper functionality
- Step-by-step on-screen guided instructions

Connecting to the vehicle’s OBD II socket, this tool automatically links up with the control module. Disengaging the brake system, it increases safety with the push of a button.

**Call for Pricing**

AULTS601
MaxiTPMS® TPMS Relearn, Programming, and Coding Tool
- Activates ALL magnetic, frequency, and tire deflation triggered sensors using 125KHz continuous or modulated wave signals
- Reads / Writes sensor ID from vehicle ECU
- Reads activated sensor data including sensor ID, tire pressure, temperature, battery condition, OE part number, and relearn information
- Provides visual and audible responses to confirm sensors are working properly
- Built-in rechargeable Li-polymer battery

Designed to activate any known OEM / Universal TPMS sensors, reprogram the vehicle’s ECU, and turn off warning lights.

**$1,299.99**

ABS3100DLX
V30 AutoBoss Automotive Diagnostic Tool Deluxe Kit
- OE level coverage for European, Asian, with some USA Domestic cars
- Quick Test function to test most vehicle systems
- DTC’s, DataStream and Service Reset, Actuations, Adaptations and Controller Coding
- Frequent Internet based software updates with 1 year free

**$2,599.99**

ABS3100PRO-Ti
V30 Automotive Diagnostic Tool Trade-in Kit
- OE level coverage for European
- Covers more than 50 vehicle makes
- Access to powertrain, chassis, body systems
- Quick test functions to diagnose entire vehicle
- Receive a Free AutoData DVD and extended 1-year internet subscription for AutoBoss when you buy a 3100PRO-Ti

Other features include: Actuations, adaptations, control module coding; Quick test functions to diagnose entire vehicle; Fault codes, data stream, service reset.

**To Order Call: 800.999.9982**
Power Probe III Test Light and Voltmeters

- 20' Jumper Lead Set
- Bad Ground Indicator and Short Circuit Indicator
- Continuity Tester
- Relay and Component Tester
- Built in flashlight

Easy to read backlit Volt meter allows you to read voltage at the tip eliminating wasted time running to your toolbox for a volt meter! Standard 4mm jacks ensures full compatibility with our Gold Series Lead Set as well as all other 4mm leads, plugs and jacks already in your tool box.

Press the rocker switch forward and you’ll have a hot lead for powering up electrical components, press the switch rearward and you will have an instant ground lead. The polarity tester instantly identifies positive, negative and open circuits. Instantly check continuity of switches, relays and diodes.

PPR319FTC-RED $155.79
PPR319FTC-BLACK $155.79
PPR319FTC-BLU $155.79
PPR319FTC-FIRE $155.79
PPR319FTC-CARB (Carbon Fiber) $155.79

Call for Pricing

LAU301160011
X-431 GDS Modular PC Scan Tool
- Featuring WiFi One-Button Updates! – download the latest software anywhere, anytime
- True PC Architecture with Windows® XP – not limited by traditionally used Windows® CE
- Next generation X431 Software Suite with DE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications
- WiFi built-in – browse the web or your favorite online repair databases
- Integrated printer and high resolution SVGA Touch Screen

EP31603
CarScan®+ ABS/SRS Scan Tool
Professional OBD2 Generic Scan Tool for all 1996 and newer cars, light trucks, and SUVs – Domestic, Asian and European Import.

LAUNCH
DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

LAUNCH

$149.95
LAU301050080
Cresetter Maintenance Light Reset Tool
- Reset oil and service reminder lights on vehicles 1996 and newer
- On-screen instructions included for manually reset vehicles – SAVES TIME! No need to look at the owner’s manual or other repair information systems
- FREE internet updates ensures communication with the latest vehicles!
- Fast and easy operation
- One year warranty

Power Probe

POWER PROBE

Super Hot Item

$189.99
PPRE3CT2000
Short/Open Circuit Finder
- Great for pinpointing short & open circuits, tracing wires & battery drains
- Includes: Transmitter, receiver, 15 min instructional video, 3 fuse adapters, 1 universal adapter, instruction booklet, case & 2AAA batteries

EPI31603
CarScan®+ ABS/SRS Scan Tool
- Professional OBD2 Generic Scan Tool for all 1996 and newer cars, light trucks, and SUVs – Domestic, Asian and European Import.

$999.99
RDL95-0003A
Smoke Pro® Total Tech® Leak Detector Kit
- Detects leaks of all sizes in a variety of automotive systems
- Delivers the thickest smoke available to pinpoint leaks in seconds
- Finds more repair jobs than any other tool
- Eliminates comebacks by verifying that repairs are complete
- Easy-to-use, safe, and inexpensive to maintain
- AirSafe® design allows the Smoke Pro® to be used with shop air. New model compound pressure gauge monitors Natural Vacuum EVAP systems. Air Dual stage testing diagnoses leaks without smoke. Indicates the approximate leak size.

Includes complete accessory kit. OEM-Approved Smoke-Producing Fluid, Halogen Inspection Light, EVAP Service Port Adapter and Schrader Valve Removal Tool, aust Cone Adapter, Cap Plug Kit, Instructional DVD, Accessory Storage Case.

$79.96
ADT12-180
2012 Timing Belt Manual including Serpentine Belts
- Based on vehicle makers’ information, this manual covers domestic and import cars, vans and light trucks from 1997-2012
- Clear, concise “remove and install” labor times and instructions with torque values for each model on facing pages, special tools are identified where required
MITMV4560
cooler / cooling system pressure test kit
- economical, accurate and simple method to find common causes of overheating
- Pinpoints external leaks caused by loose clamps or leaky hoses, connectors, water pumps or radiators
- Diagnoses internal leaks caused by a blown head gasket or damaged block or head
- Test radiator and coolant bottle caps to ensure they are maintaining the correct pressure
- Contains adapters to test the cooling system and caps of most US and Asian manufactured cars

$251.67

MITMV4530
cooling system pressure test kit
- Patent pending coupler combines pressure, vacuum, and temperature testing capabilities in one kit
- Test cooling system with engine on or off to pinpoint leaks or diagnose blown head gaskets, cracked block, or damaged heads(s).
- Refills cooling system in minutes without trapping air that can cause overheating
- Includes four (4) adapters for connecting to the most common radiator and coolant bottle necks found on Domestic and Asian automobile's

$179.95

MITMV4535
cooling system air evac and refill kit
- Patented system simulates extreme driving conditions in the shop to provide the most accurate diagnosis

$156.95

MITMVA4640
mityvac cooling system adapters - extended kit
- Measured fuel system pressure and flow to accurately pinpoint fuel system failures
- Saves hours of troubleshooting time by diagnosing a bad fuel pump and other related drivability problems in seconds
- Patent pending coupler combines pressure, vacuum, and temperature testing capabilities in one kit

$129.99

MITMVA4650
mityvac - cooling system cap adapters - extended kit
- Versatile instrument can measure RPM on a wide variety of engines from string trimmers to automotive
- Reads engine revolutions up to 20,000 RPM
- Built-in LED Flashlight which can be used while taking measurements
- Backlit LCD display - Accuracy positive or negative 10 RPM
- Picks up signal wireless or with supplied inductive pickup
- Great for use on a wide variety of engines, including: outboards, snowmobiles, motorcycles, small engines, generators, ATV, automotive and more.

$169.99

MITMVA4610
us domestic / asian cap adapter kit
- Stores maximum compression value up to 12 cylinders
- Includes 10mm, 12mm, 14mm, 18mm threaded adapters and Ford Triton adapter
- Backlit LCD for easy to read from any angle
- Automatically shuts off after 3 minutes of non use (memory retained)
- Extended hose for hard to reach applications
- Quick change coupler connection for ease of use

$139.99

MITMV5545
fuel system tester
- Economical, accurate and simple method to find common causes of overheating
- Pinpoints external leaks caused by loose clamps or leaky hoses, connectors, water pumps or radiators
- Diagnoses internal leaks caused by a blown head gasket or damaged block or head
- Test radiator and coolant bottle caps to ensure they are maintaining the correct pressure
- Contains adapters to test the cooling system and caps of most US and Asian manufactured cars

$719.99

MITMVA4620
mityvac - cooling system cap adapters - extended kit
- Top-of-the line timing light for the selective do-it-yourselfer
- Split-screen digital LCD readout
- One handed operation with slim, rotating barrel
- Patented Skip Circuitry Test up to 9,990 RPM

$56.50

MITMV5532
digital compression test kit
- Stores maximum compression value up to 12 cylinders
- Includes 10mm, 12mm, 14mm, 18mm threaded adapters and Ford Triton adapter
- Backlit LCD for easy to read from any angle
- Uses standard 9V battery
- Automatically shuts off after 3 minutes of non use (memory retained)
- Extended hose for hard to reach applications
- Quick change coupler connection for ease of use

$199.99
### Diagnostic Tools

**$1,069.99**

**OTC6522**

**Leak Tamer**

- New smoke flow control adjusts for specific applications
- Detects microleaks to and below .010"
- UltraTrace UV® Dye - the only OE approved solution

**Kit Contents:**
- Leak Tamer Unit
- White/UV Combination with Laser Pointer
- UV Glasses for viewing UltraTrace UV® dye
- Service Port Adapter - Exhaust Adapter Cone
- Cap Plug Adapters - Schrader® Removal/Installation Tool
- UltraTrace UV® Smoke-Producing Solution

**$244.99**

**BOB1000**

**DLC Break-out Box**


**$3,395.00**

**EMI1000**

**Emissfire Detector**

Automatically identifies the cylinder or cylinders that are misfiring and checks camshaft timing through the spark plug hole.

**$2,095.00**

**PTR1002**

**Trans Kit with Scope**

ATS EScope Accessory Kit. Basic pressure transducer kit with scope. Includes two pressure transducers and cables, spark tester, adapters and fittings.

**$399.99**

**STGAVAGSLR12**

**VW/Audi Service/Airbag Tool**

- Resets service lights on all VW and Audi vehicles, up to Model Year 2012.
- Used with vehicles with Long Life / Standard Life servicing functionality; allows the technician to switch from Standard Life to Long Life oil change settings, and back.
- Performs Airbag warning light reset functions.
- Compatible with latest CAN vehicles.

**$199.99**

**STGADPL11**

**Data Logger & Fault Finder**

- Reads, records, and processes comprehensive list of fault codes and types, including manufacturer-specific.
- Historical data code reader and data logger in one device.
- Includes 2012 database. • Variable sampling rate.
- Identify intermittent faults, not found when vehicle is stationary.
- Comprehensive analysis of driving history, including speed, fuel consumption, braking, etc.

---

### Autologic Diagnostic Solution

**SPS1**

**Autologic Diagnostic Solution**

The Autologic® Solution: Autologic is the ultimate diagnostic solution. From dealer-level diagnostic coverage to live technical support from factory-trained Master Technicians and tool specialists, the Autologic will quickly become the most essential tool in your diagnostic arsenal. With a full-color touchscreen, daily hardware updates via the Internet, and comprehensive coding, programming, performance tuning and more, the Autologic is always at the cutting-edge. Call 877-945-6442 today for more information or to speak to your local WORLDPAC representative.

**$795.00**

**ESN2000**

**PC Based Scan Tool**

The ESN2000 is an advanced PC based drivability tool with Sharpshooter® technology that provides advanced testing charts such as: fuel trim, volumetric efficiency, vacuum, catalyst efficiency, temperature, injection, and fully automated testing results. Connects and reads generic OBD-II scan data from ISO-9141-2, KWP2000, J1850 (PWM & VPM), and CAN bus types.

**$4,995.00**

**ESO1000**

**Escope Pro**

The EScope Pro is an 8-channel dual time base PC diagnostic scope. Features: view up to 8-channels on 2 different time bases, allows bidirectional control of electrical devices, feedback equation (virtual replacement of electrical sensors), and much more. Includes in-depth wave form analysis training and automatic scope set-ups.

**$6,990.00**

**ESO1001**

**Escope Pro & Computer**

Includes daburak ruggedized notebook. The EScope Pro is an 8-channel dual time base PC diagnostic scope. Features: view up to 8-channels on 2 different time bases, allows bidirectional control of electrical devices, feedback equation (virtual replacement of electrical sensors), and much more. Includes in-depth wave form analysis training and automatic scope set-ups.

---

### Multi-Application Service Tools

**$2,495.00**

**S7201**

**Multi-Application Service Tool**

- Multi-brand OEM level device, expandable to five different applications. Buy the tool with one application activated. Activate the remainder as needed online for $199.
- Works on virtually all European vehicles with these systems installed, including current vehicles with Conditional-Based Servicing.
- Electronic park brake: retracts calipers, clears codes, enters new brake pad thickness, tilt angle. Part Number STGAEPBM12.
- Service re-set: oil light, service interval, etc. Part number STGASERV12.
- Service configuration: injector coding, sensor adjustment, battery configuration, steering angle. Only available as an online activation.
- Diesel particulate filter regeneration. Part number STGADPFM12.
- Comprehensive service package for BMW including all critical re-set functions associated with service, such as: brakes, brake fluid, air filter, oil condition, vehicle inspection, service interval, etc. Part number STGABMWSLR12.

**$999.99**

**STGAVAGSLR12**

**Comprehensive service package for BMW**

**$999.99**

**STGADPL11**

**Data Logger & Fault Finder**

- Reads, records, and processes comprehensive list of fault codes and types, including manufacturer-specific.
- Historical data code reader and data logger in one device.
- Includes 2012 database. • Variable sampling rate.
- Identify intermittent faults, not found when vehicle is stationary.
- Comprehensive analysis of driving history, including speed, fuel consumption, braking, etc.

**To Order Call: 800.999.9982**